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Problems with a direct simulation· Monte Carlo method 
applied to the shock structure in a binary gas mixture 

B. SCHMIDT and M. WORNER (KARLSRUHE) 

IT HAS BEEN found that the direct simulation Monte Carlo method as developed by G. A. Bird 
gives results independent of the number of molecules per cell for the shock structure in binary 
gas mixtures if the number of molecules per cell is sufficiently large. Up to a certain number, 
separation of the components, shock thickness and the temperature relaxation downstream of 
the shock are dependent on the number of molecules per cell. Two facts are responsible for the 
observed distortions of the computed results: the calculation procedure for the molecule colli
sions and the small perturbation propagation speed across a simulation cell. 

Stwierdzono, i:e zastosowanie bezposredniej metody symulacyjnej Monte Carlo opracowanej 
przez G. A. Birda prowadzi w dwuskladnikowych mieszaninach gazowych do wynik6w nie
zale:inych od liczby c~steczek w kom6rce, je8li tylko liczba ta jest dostatecznie wielka. Do 
pewnej granicy rozdzial skladnik6w, grubosc fali uderzeniowej i relaksacja temperatury wzdluZ 
strumienia zaleZct, od liczby ~teczek w kom6rce. ZacSbserwowane znieksztalcenia wynik6w 
obliczen wynikaj~ z dw6ch przyczyn: z procedury obliczeniowej doty~cej zderzen ~teczek 
i z malej prctdko5ci propagacji zaburzen wewn~trz kom6rki symulacyjnej. 

KoHCTarnpoBaao, qro npHMeHeHHe Henocpe~CTBeHHoro HMHTa~U~OHHoro MeTo~a MoHTe-Kapno, 
paapa6oTaHHoro r. A. Bup~OM, npHBO~ B ~y:xi<OMnOHeHTHbiX raaOBbiX cMeCHX I< peaym.
TaTa.M HeaaBHC~ OT qucna MOJieKYJI B Hl:leHI<e, eCJIH TOJibi<O 3TO qJ~CJIO ~OCTaTOl:IHO Be.JIHl{O • 
.Ilo Hei<oroporo npe~ena paa~eneHHe I<OMnOHeHToB, To~a y~apHoH BOJIHbi H penai<cax.um 
TeMnepaTYPbi B~om. noToi<a aaBHCHT OT qucna MOJieKYJI B Hl:le"HI<e. Ha6mo~aeMbie HCI<a>«eHHH 
peaym.TaTOB paCl:leTOB BbiTei<aroT H3 ~yx npHl:IHH: H3 paCl:leTHOH npo~e~bl, I<acaro~eHCH 
CTOJII<HOBeHHH MOJieKYJI H ll3 MaJIOH CI<Opocrn pacnpocrpaaeHHH B03M~eHHH BHYTPH HMH
Ta~OHHOH Hl:leHHH. 

1. Introduction 

SEVERAL forms of direct simulation Monte Carlo methods are in use ([1] to [4]). The 
differences among the methods are mainly in the calculation procedure for the collisions 
between the model molecules. It is of crucial importance that the simulation of the collision 
pr~cess be done in a proper way. The result is very much influenced by the collision pro
cedure. 

In applying BIRo's method [1, 5] to the shock structure in a binary mixture of inert 
noble gases, it was found that under certain conditions the temperatures of the compo
n~nts, do not relax to the common equilibrium value (Rankine Hugoniot value) down
stream of the shock wave. This has been observed especially when the number of mol
ecules per cell of the simulation procedure was small. The reason seems to be a distorted 
statistical ~alance in connection with the collision calculation procedure. An attempt 
has been made to explain this phenomeno.n by describing the simulation method used. 
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2. The numerical simulation method 

For the calculation of the one-dimensional shock structure the field in front of the 
shock generating piston (see Fig. 1) is diyided into a sufficient number of cells. The size 
of each ceH, in this case its length in the x-direction, should be about one mean free path 11 

at the beginning of the calculation. State "1" is the undisturbe<;l condition ahead of the 
shock wave. The calculation starts by putting an equal number of molecules of each com
ponent in each cell. It is impractical to fill the cells according to the mixture ratio with 
such a number of molecules that the component in minority 1is well represented. In gen
eral the number of molecules per cell would become too large and computer problems 
would follow. The storage capacity would be exhausted soon and the demand in compu
ting time would be excessive. BIRD [1, 5] circumvented this problem by putting at the 
beginning of the simulation an equal number of molecules of each component into each 
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Fm. 1. Arrangement of piston, cells and generated shock; time-distance plot and raw density data. 

cell and represented the mixture by a weighting factor W that is simply the mixture ratio. 
By a random number guided acceptance-rejection selection procedure, the individual 
molecule velocity is assumed to obey, in the average, an equilibrium distribution accord
ing to the undisturbed conditions ahead of the shock wave. The piston and left border 
reflect the molecules specularly. Then the piston is suddenly set in motion with a speed 
corresponding to the shock Mach number of the shock to be generated. The time is ad
vanced in small increments L1tm, where L1,tm is a fraction of the mean free path I 1 divided 
by the shock wave speed Us. Molecule movement ·and collision process are uncoupled. 
When the molecules move in L1tm according to their individual velocity, no collisions are 
calculated and vice versa. 
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Of the four possible types of colliding molecule pairs in a binary mixture, the cross
collisions are selected by a probability procedure influenced by the weighting factor. 
The post-collision veloc.ties are calculated by using the well-known relations. Each colli
sion calculation executed advances the time counter for this type of collision by the collision 
time L1tc. The selection and calculation of collisions is stopped as soon as the sum of all 
L1tc reaches L1tm. The collision time L1tc is inversely proportional to the square of the num
ber of molecules per cell. Therefore a small N means a relatively large L1 tc and a smaJI 
number of collisions calculated is the result. 

All collisions selected a.re calcula.ted. But whereas the minority component molecules 
change their velocity at cross-collisions with every cross-collision calculated, only every 
W-th cross-collision is · effective in the average for the majority component molecules. 
If N is small, it can happen that over one or more time increments L1tm no cross-collision 
is effective for the majority component. The final result may not be balanced statistically 
and numerically-caused nonequilibrium effects are observed downstream of the shock 
wave. 

A second effect, connected with a small number of molecules per cell, N, is that a dis
turbance propagates faster if N is small. This can be explained by the probability de
pendent choice of collision pairs in a cell. If N is large, most randomly selected collisions 
are between molecules that are much less apart than the cell width. The lower N is chosen, 
the more collisions are selected between molecules that are close to the opposite bound
aries of the cell. Disturbances are propagated by collisions and therefore it is more likely 
that a signal crosses a cell within few collisions and therefore faster if N is small. This 
effect explains the broadening of the shock wave if N becomes small. 

The procedure of separated calculation of molecule movement and of collisions is 
repeated until the shock wave has formed and has become separated from the piston. 
The run. ends with the sampling of the different moments to calculate the macroscopic 
quantities: density, bulk velocity and temperature. Depending on N, 10 to 100 runs are 
needed for a reasonable low scatter of the data. 

3. Results 

To find out what number of molecules per cell, N, is needed to generate results inde
pendent of N, a number of runs have been started with different numbers of molecules 
per cell, N, different He-Ar mixtures and for three shock strengths, Ms = 2, 3.5 and 6. 
N has been varied from 4 up to 160 molecules per cell and component. The result is more 
or less the same for all three shock Mach numbers Ms. Above a certain N the results be
come less and less dependent on the· number of molecules per cell. Figure 2 shows this 
for the shock thickness L1 taken between 10% and 90% of (e- e1)/(r!2- (!I), and the sep
arations between the two shock profiles of the components at (e-fh)/(e2 -e1) = 0.5. 
"1" is the equilibrium condition upstream, "2" the equilibrium condition downstream 
of the shock' wave. For a 90% Ar-10% He mixture, M., = 3.5, thicknessL1 and separations 
become almost independent of N for values of N greater than 20 to 40 molecules 
per cell. 
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FIG. 2. Shock thickness A and separation s as plotted against the number of molecules per cell N for 
an 90% Ar-10% He :.,mixture. 

The more sensitive quantity is the temperature. Figure 3 shows the temperature profiles 
of the components He and Ar for a Ms = 3.5, shock wave in a 90%Ar-10% He mixture. 
For N = 4 molecules per cell the temperature of helium does not relax to its equilibrium 
value (T-T1)/(T2 -T1) = 1. For N = 160 molecules per cell it relaxes to equilibrium. 
Further, the profiles for N = 160 are steeper than those for N = 4. This is obvious for 
the density profiles, too (see Fig. 4). Less obvious is that the separation s between the 
components is smaller for N = l60 than for N = 4. 
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FIG. 3. Shock temperature profiles under variation of the number of molecules per cell N. 

Figure 2 shows that 20 to 40 moh:~cules per cell are sufficient to generate molecules 
per cell independent separations s and thicknessess . ..1. The picture is quite different for 
the more sensitive temperature. As Fig. 5 shows, for the temperatures TAr and T8 e down
stream of the shock wave, the influence of N is present almost up to N = 80 molecules 
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FIG. 4. Shock density profiles under variation of the number of molecules per cell N. 
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Fro. 5. Ratio of the final temperature of argon and helium down-stream of the shock as function of the 
mixture ratio and the number of molecule per cell N. 

per cell. N = 20 is by far not sufficient for relaxation to equilibrium downstream of the 
shock wave. An exception is the mixture with equal parts of the components, 50% Ar 
- 50% He. Here the weighting factor is equal to one and the number of collisions between 
the components and within the components is balanced. 

The question is now: how accurate are the computed N-independent results of the 
direct simulation Monte Carlo method as developed by BIRD [1], especially for gas mix
tures? A definite answer can be given only by comparison with experimental results. These 
are difficult to produce and are available in limited number. RoTHE [6] gives some experi
mental results for very strong shock waves whereas CENTER [7] and HARNEIT and MuNTZ 
[8] give results for weak shock waves (Ms ~ 2). 

4. Comparison with experimental results 

Only a very limited number of experimental data can be compared accurately with 
calculated simulation results. Most papers lack the necessary basic data of the experi
ments to calculate the mean free path length ahead of the shock wave or an equivalent 
to normalize the length scale. The publication of CENTER [7] contains all information 
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necessary for a comparison. Figure 6 show~ the result for a He/Ar mixture with 48% 
argon. The agreement between simulation and experiment is good except for the end of the 
shock on the high density side. Center attributes the failure of his data to come up to the 
theoretical value for this particular Mach number (M = 2.24) to shock curvature and 
radial diffusion in front of the shock holder. The comparison of calculated· data with 
Center's results for 2.2% argon in the He-Ar mixture has not been possible thus far be
cause the data are still being processed in the computer. We are anxious to see how good 
the agreement is for the other experimental data of Center. 
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FIG: 6. Comparison of calculated and experimental data for a M = 2.24 shock wave in a 48% Ar - 52% 
He mixture. Simulation: N = 160 molecules per cell, mean free path ..t1 ; [1] page 71 ; experiment: A1 = 

= 0.648 mm. 

S. Conclusions 

On the basis of the shock thickness and the component separation in the shock, it 
is evident that the number of molecules per cell (N) has, up to a certain limit, a certain 
influence on the calculated shock profiles. This has been found true in the shock Mach 
number range 2 ~ Ms ~ 6 and for binary Ar-He mixtures from 3% up to 97% argon. 
Sufficient are 80 to 160 molecules per cell. 

A comparison of some calculated results with experimental data for a weak shock 
wave shows very good agreement between the xesults. It has to be seen if this good agree
ment holds for other experimental data, too. 
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